A vision
for an
independent
Scotland

The future is uncertain.

more on inputs (such as finance) and processes (such
as government policies) than on outcomes (vision). As
a result, in my view we have given insufficient focus to
untapping our collective imagination.

Even before the global pandemic, geopolitical shifts, rapid developments
in technology, the climate change
emergency, labour market shifts and
closer to home, Brexit were all threats
that conspire to make leaders look for
comfort in short term horizons. Our
political system actively encourages
short term thinking.

People are too often passive observers and commentators
rather than actors in creating a future that will serve
their children and their grandchildren. Too often there is
a failure to tap into the insights and imagination of our
fellow citizens as we seek to change society for the better
– and I believe every citizen of Scotland should have the
opportunity to help shape our future in the development of
a shared vision on the future of Scotland.

The question asked by J. Peter Scoblic
in his paper ‘Learning from the future’
is, “how can we formulate strategy in
the face of uncertainty?” He makes
particular reference to what he calls
“the tyranny of the present” where
leadership must focus on survival in
the face of threats yet may neglect
strategic foresight particularly where
the future lacks antecedents.
The Independence referendum of
2014 saw many discussions of what
kind of Scotland people would like
to see; the ‘what’. However, it also
saw much debate about the ‘how’ in
terms of economic resources and
financial systems such as banking and
currency. The debate since that point
has remained mired in the ‘how’, or to
put it another way, has been focused

This is why I, and my business partner Roger Mullin of
Momentous Change, are now developing a project to
develop a shared vision of Scotland.
It will not be our vision – it will be the vision of many Scots
whom we hope will be willing and able to participate.
The potential scope of the project is vast - yet the threats
we face in society contain some repeating themes. I list
just a few below:
• What are our shared values?
The potential
scope of the project
is vast - yet the
threats we face in
society contain
some repeating
themes

• How shall we live in, give to and shape our society?
How can we make our voices heard in that society?
• How shall we nurture our young, support our elderly
and build an equal society?
• What is the role of business?
For example, the pandemic has seen a new recognition
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in the value of place. Previous town and city planning has
promoted the concept of the ‘hub and spoke’ – where
the urban arena must be developed; the high street of
old must be rejuvenated and often leaving the more rural
villages or small towns out in the cold. Now that the
adjustment has been made for many in terms of working
at home; people cannot fathom why they would want to
return to the wasted hours of commuting of their previous
lives. Yet much of the debate thus far is building-centric
(what do we do with these offices) rather than peoplecentric (how do we live in our places).
The Scottish Government has already called for “steps
that support the idea of 20-minute neighbourhoods” in
their Programme for Government – the concept being
that various basic (non-work) services can be accessed
within a 20-minute walk or cycle ride from home. The
concept starts the thinking about how we move from
where we are now; with housing developments and
places designed around the use of a car. For too long
our places have simply been some place we drive past
on our way to someplace else. Fundamentally, the
concept requires much more effective public transport,
a focus on local living that can facilitate thriving local
economies.
How we support these local economies is another
area of consideration. Our financial choices, or rather
how our financial systems support and enable our
choices rather than constrain them is another potential
consideration. We need a new vision of a more ethical
and effective financial system if our vision of a new
Scotland is to be realised.

In a recent blog, I made the comment
that there have been no significant
debates in the Scottish Parliament
about our financial systems – such
as regulation, banking issues,
quantitative easing and in particular
the attitude of banks to small
business. There are no Cross-Party
Parliamentary Groups about banking
and finance. Many of Scotland’s
small businesses have been ruined
or damaged by the actions of banks,
perhaps the most notorious being RBS
and its Global Restructuring Group
(GRG). Small businesses are critical if
we want to rejuvenate all places and
particularly small places.
An initiative in the form of the Scottish
National Investment Bank is being
actively worked on and this is good but it is only a small part of what we
need to start to talk about.
The concept
requires much
more effective
public transport,
a focus on local
living that can
facilitate thriving
local economies

We need to explore our financial
system; what we have at present, why
it is not fit for purpose, how it fails to
support our small businesses, what we
shall need as an independent country,
and fundamentally the underlying
principles of how the financial system
will serve our society.

– perhaps reflecting the problem that some of their
members make money from setting up these vehicles.

Most people will be aware of the
vortex that is the City of London.
Few will be aware of just how cosy
the cartel is and increasingly so. In
my time as an MP I used the term
‘the revolving door of corruption’
to describe the flow of personnel
between parliamentarians, the
regulator and the banks. Bank chiefs
move to the regulator(s) and vice
versa but most insidious of all is the
current and former parliamentarians
who join the banks and/or regulators.
Recently Sajeev Javid, who is still
a sitting MP, has taken a plum job
advising JP Morgan - only the naive
could hope for proper reform when
many MPs see a lucrative future for
themselves advising City firms. This
entire London centric centralised
financial system is completely out of
kilter with the needs of Scotland now,
let alone our future.

I always took a very active interest in how large banks
have treated small business – and the crises of 2008
showed banking behaviour to be at best disinterested
and at worst rapacious. Ian Fraser’s marvellous book
‘Shredded’ in its latest edition references me, Roger and
George Kerevan, in our different ways tackling corrupt
banking practice.
I continue to be an Ambassador for the All-Party
Parliamentary Group for Fair Business Banking and
recently became an advisor to the equivalent body for
the Northern Ireland Assembly. Why do we not have an
equivalent body in the Scottish Parliament especially
when anticipating the financial issues emerging from
Covid-19?
There is nothing stopping us taking ownership in many
other areas. We could, for example, set up a mutual retail
bank to serve small business in Scotland.
There is also much merit in looking at financial
systems from a sustainable development perspective
and ensuring sound principles remain at their heart.
There are good progressive people in the system. We
need to encourage them and have their voice heard,
rather than the still dominant voice of those who think
business and society is there to serve the banks, rather
than vice versa.

Roger Mullin and I were colleagues
in Westminster. Both of us in our
own way tried to promote initiatives
that would improve our financial
environment, including making it
more ethical and sustainable.
Roger ran a campaign on Scottish
Limited Partnerships (SLPs). SLPs
are used regularly to give the illusion
of legitimate trading vehicles yet
are really often a front for illicit and
dubious trading and tax evasion.
The use of the name Scottish
carries a real risk of damaging our
brand: and that brand still has a
reputation for fiscal probity despite
the disgraceful behaviour of the
City-based Royal Bank of Scotland
leading up to the crisis of 2008 and
beyond. The Law Society of Scotland
seemed disinterested in the issue
of SLPs being used for illegal means

We can do that now without waiting for independence.
Then we can be ready to remedy the current system,
making it both more ethical and more effective.
We do not need to and should not wait for independence
to act. We do not need permission.

This entire London
centric centralised
financial system
is completely out
of kilter with the
needs of Scotland
now, let alone our
future

It all starts with vision. As Scoblic summarises in his
paper: “It takes strength to stand up against the tyranny
of the present and invest in imagination. Strategic
foresight makes both possible - and offers leaders a
chance for legacy. After all, they will be judged not only by
what they do today but by how well they chart a course
toward tomorrow”.
That is why we will be investing time in the coming
months on our visioning project. Please get involved with
momentous change.

